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Table 1. Round trip time (in ms) between Amazon EC2 datacenters located in different continents.

Abstract
Providing scalability for mobile distributed applications often leads the applications to compromise their consistency
requirements. However, some of these applications depend
on strong consistency to guarantee that one consistent state
is observed by all participants over (some of) the shared objects of the application. While deploying the application in
the Cloud facilitates state management and trivially solves
the strong consistency requirements, this also creates a geographical barrier between mobile devices and the application
servers that penalises performance with an unavoidable latency and jitter. Fog Computing architectures can mitigate
this impact by deploying surrogate servers at the network
edge but its performance depends of a middleware service
able to monitor the application and deploy each fragment
of the state at the most convenient location. Such alternative leads to the emergence of distributed transactions that
require increasing efforts to maintain strong consistency.
This paper addresses how virtual synchrony, in particular
a technique named Light-Weight Group (LWG), can help
supporting strong consistency for mobile applications in the
Fog Computing environment.

same state over (some of) the shared objects of the applications. The current trend is to maintain all application state
and mediate all interactions among users in a centralized infrastructure, hosted in Cloud datacenters. However, it creates
a geographical barrier between the end users and the application state. In particular, the limited bandwidth between
user devices and the Cloud infrastructure, as well as the latency and jitter that unavoidably results from this distance
will negatively impact application performance. Accurately
assessing the impact of such long distance access between
mobile devices and the Cloud may be difficult as it depends
of various conditions and may even vary from region to region. As an alternative, we provide an approximation using
the Amazon EC2 instances located in different datacenters
around the globe to represent the importance of such long
distance accesses based on wired and more stable connections. In Table 1 we present the round trip times between
the different EC2 instances, where we can observe that the
measurements can have an order of magnitude as high as
the hundreds of milliseconds. Projecting these results to the
communication between mobile users and the Cloud, these
values are only expected to be worse, exacerbating the negative impact between the geographical distance between the
end users and the application state.
Fog Computing [2] proposes the deployment of surrogate
servers at the edge of the network, at common places such as
bus terminals, shopping malls, public services, etc. Relying
on the existence of such surrogates servers, Fog Computing’s
objective is to bring the application state, previously located
in the Cloud, in proximity to the end users. This approach has
the potential to mitigate jitter, end-to-end communication
latency, as well as traffic load in the backbone networks [16]
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Introduction

The evolution of wireless technologies has lead to a significant change in mobile applications. Mobile applications have
evolved from standalone applications into large scale distributed applications that rely on the network to mediate
the interactions among a large number of users, managing
shared objects (the application state) that each user can read
and write. Examples of such applications include collaborative applications for smart cities and traffic management [5],
vehicle sharing applications (e.g. DriveNow1 ), multi-user
games (e.g. Ingress, Pokemon Go) and social networks (e.g.
Foursquare, Twitter). A challenge for these applications is
to guarantee that all participants in the system observe the
1 https://www.drive-now.com
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to support the computational demand of latency-sensitive
largely geographically-distributed applications.
However, its performance strongly depends on the ability of a middleware service to deploy each of the application state components at their most convenient locations,
a problem hereafter referred as geo-aware state deployment
service. On the other hand, while deploying application state
closer to the end users, this also leads to the emergence of
distributed transactions that require application state that
might be stored in different locations. As a consequence,
increasing efforts are needed to ensure that consistency is
maintained for the applications.
Based on the example of a well known multi-user mobile
game, this paper focuses on how the virtual synchrony [1]
technology can provide the support needed to guarantee
strong consistency for such distributed edge applications. In
particular, known for its scalabilty problems, we explore how
virtual synchrony can be optimized by benefiting from the
existence of partial groups defined at the application level
by the geo-aware state deployment service to create multiple fine grained virtual synchronous groups, in a technique
named Light-Weight Group (LWG) [6].
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are that, to avoid latency and increase Quality of Experience
(QoE), most of the traffic produced by clients is handled at
surrogates.
We assume that the application state is composed of data
that can be either unique to each user (personal data), collaborative data relevant to a specific geographical location
(geo-aware data), and general application logic data (global
data). In Ingress, personal data correspond to the users’ items:
experience level, team affiliation, etc. Geo-aware data correspond to the information related to each portal in an area
that is managed by a surrogate. Information such as the team
owning the portal and its current defense status. Finally we
consider as global data all information related to each team
such as total points, number of days in the lead, etc., and
the chat communication provided by the game to all players
and team only members. Personal and geo-aware data are
stored in a specific surrogate, while global data is stored in
the Cloud.
Depending on the number of sites involved, transactions
can be either local, regional or global. Local transactions are
those that access data stored at a single location. These improve system performance by reducing transaction latency.
Regional transactions are those that require the participation of at least two surrogates, but not the whole system.
This occurs, for example, when a player wants to link a local
portal with a remote one.
Ideally, being a location-based mobile game, it is expected
that most of the transactions will still be local. However, since
player mobility must also be considered during game play,
the system should continuously attempt to maximize the
amount of local transactions by relying on a geographicallyaware state deployment service acting as an oracle running
in the background (hereafter named GeoDS). The GeoDS
becomes eventually aware of the source of the accesses to
state items and decides the most suitable location of each
state item and coordinates its transfer between locations.
Figure 1 graphically depicts the implementation of our
model. GeoDS is managed by a service that conceptually acts
as an oracle (1), becoming eventually aware of the source
of the accesses to state items. The oracle is the component
with full knowledge of the system dataset and deployment.
Periodically, the oracle re-evaluates the current state deployment, decides the most suitable location of each state item
and coordinates its transfer between surrogates. To perform
its tasks, the oracle collects transaction logs, delivered in
the background by the surrogates (2). State deployment evaluation cycles are triggered after some predefined number
of transaction logs is received, which can be tuned to fit
operational constraints and system scalability. Detailing geoaware date placement strategies is out of the scope of this
paper, but additional information can be found in Sec. 3.
However, notice that this GeoDS does not represent a point
of contention for the system. As it runs in the background,

Problem Statement

We consider a wide scale multi-user and augmented-reality
mobile game such as Ingress2 . The game consists in having
two teams disputing portals, located in public landmarks.
The most common game action (hereafter all actions will be
referred as transactions) consists in a user interacting with
a portal located in proximity to either attack the portal if it
belongs to the other team or reinforce its defenses, possibly
earning items as a reward. One important item that a player
can obtain is the portal key. This key allows interactions
with the portal even when the player is located outside the
portal’s range. This is an important aspect of the game as it
allows the players to link two portals where one is located
within the player’s range and a portal key is already owned
for another remote portal. When three portals are linked
together, an influence area is created, and that is when a
team is rewarded with points.
To benefit from the Fog Computing paradigm, in our system model, applications such as Ingress are supported by
servers deployed at the edge of the network, hereafter named
surrogates. These surrogates are responsible for managing
the application state of a set of portals located in proximity
and serve as application end points to the mobile applications
of the players. This deployment mitigates the latency and
jitter that result from the distance between end users and the
application state hosted on a centralized infrastructure and
alleviates traffic in the Internet backbone. The surrogates
are also connected to the other surrogates and to cloud datacenter(s) by a high speed wired network. Still, expectations
2 https://www.ingress.com/game/
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challenges such as bandwidth and possible limitations between the replicas and the original location to decide which
data to cache and where. However, even if the goal is to deploy data closer to the clients [10, 12], CDNs and caching in
general only consider read-only replicas of data. Any write
access must be performed in the replica’s primary replica
and cached copies must be invalidated. In opposition, our
problem aims at partial replication with state consistency,
identifying the ideal location for each single copy of the data
and knowing that data can be edited and new content created by clients. Thus the goal of the GeoDS is to minimize
latency in data access, regardless of the type of operation
performed over the data (read or write). Additionally, while
in CDNs each server can take its caching decisions individually, in GeoDS the system needs to be considered as a whole
to improve its overall performance, and thus the deployment
decision needs to be centralized since a full knowledge over
the system’s data access patterns is needed.
The problem addressed in this paper is essentially related
to geo-replicated cloud storages, which may pursue different
objectives and thus different consistency criteria. The GeoDS
is leveraged by previous research results on data partitioning.

Figure 1. System model.

even if it crashes or becomes overloaded, the only consequence is that no state item migrations will be performed.
More distributed transactions that could have been avoided
may occur from the fact the state deployment is not being
re-evaluated, but the surrogates will still be able to respond
to client’s requests independently from the GeoDS.
Another key aspect of Ingress is its need for strong consistency. Consider the most common transaction in gameplay:
interacting with a portal; and that these portals are usually
located in crowded public landmarks, it is likely that multiple
players may be interacting with a portal (either to defend it
or attack it) concurrently. In that case, it is fundamental that
the results of the players’ actions are seen by all participants
in a consistent state. Otherwise, game actions performed
by concurrent players could result in state inconsistencies
where one player might observe the portal as belonging
to one team, while another concurrent player would observe the same portal as belonging to the other team. This
would inevitably violate the application logic, resulting in
triggering additional mechanisms such as rollbacks to bring
the state back to a consistent state and would penalise the
application’s QoE. This challenge is trivially solved when
concentrating all application state in the Cloud. However,
by leveraging the Fog Computing architecture, additional
mechanisms are needed to guarantee that strong consistency
is equally maintained in our system model.

3

3.1

GeoDS

Data partitioning was originally proposed to address scalability and performance requirements of database management
systems. Horizontal and vertical partitioning were some of
the earliest strategies to emerge [7].
Graph partitioning algorithms are a particular approach
to data partitioning as they consider the implicit association
created between state items by transactions. The objective
of the graph-based approach reported in [4] is to partition
database items across storage nodes so that most transactions
only need to access one node thus centralizing locking and
consistency, while improving load balancing. Based on this
approach, [14, 15] proposed a set of graph-based GeoDS
approaches that leverage on data correlation to improve
performance of Fog Computing based systems by trying to
maximize local transactions. Theses approaches assume that
partition imbalances are expected to reduce latency, as long
as they represent the effective utilization patterns of the data.

Related Work

3.2

At a first glance, some similarities can be found between our
Fog Computing system model with the GeoDS and caching,
specially with Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) such as
Akamai.3 However, significant differences exist between both
worlds. While caching is focused on deciding which data
must be stored locally to avoid slower data accesses, its main
focus is to design eviction policies to cope with limited memory. Extended to global wide distributed systems, CDNs add

Eventually Consistent Cloud Storages

The main goals of large scale geo-replicated cloud storages
are to provide availability and fault-tolerance via data replication. Ideally, geo-replicated cloud storages should also
provide strong consistency so that all users see the shared
objects in a consistent state. However, the latter consistency
criterion is too expensive in terms of latency to be used
on commercial large scale geo-replicated cloud storages. In
opposition, modern systems such as MongoDB, CouchDB,
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) choose to weaken the
consistency criterion and opt for eventual consistency [19].

3 https://www.akamai.com/
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In eventual consistency, the shared objects eventually converge to the same state once replicas stop updating. In the
meantime, clients can observe different states for the same
shared object. However, applications such as Ingress depend
on strong consistency and cannot rely on such solutions
without penalizing user’s QoE.
3.3

state deployment where all state items are used in a single
location for a large scale distributed application. As a result,
regional transactions still need to be taken in consideration
as an important aspect of the system. Firstly because, as
being distributed, they introduce an inevitable negative impact on system performance. Secondly, the system must still
maintain the application’s strong consistency guarantees
so that users’ actions are seen by all participants in a consistent state when executing such transactions. Otherwise,
this might violate application logic and result in triggering
additional mechanisms such as rollbacks to bring the state
back to a consistent state, penalizing in further application’s
QoE.
To achieve such goal, we rely on virtual synchrony [1]. Virtual synchrony organizes processes into groups. A process
can communicate with all members of a group, can join or
leave a group, and can also participate in various groups. A
membership service is responsible for maintaining the list of
the correct processes of a group, called the view [3]. If a process wants to join, leave or has been detected to have crashed
within a group, virtual synchrony starts a view change. It
relies on reliable broadcast to ensure that a message is either
delivered to all processes in that group view or to none. This
all-or-nothing property is central to keeping all members
of the group synchronized and, when combined with total
order ordering, is fundamental to maintain a consistent state
of the group. Within a view, messaging delivery can follow
other orderings such as an unordered reliable multicast, FIFO,
or causal ordering.
However, this model presents some scalability problems.
Firstly because it is difficult to scale up the message delivery ordering and the group membership management.
Secondly, because message delivery latency increases with
the size of the group. To mitigate such problems some solutions have been proposed such as Gossip multicast [11]
that loosens message delivery guarantees and optimistic virtual synchrony [18] which tries to improve the blocking
penalty experienced by applications when a view change
is performed by estimating the set of members of the next
view and optimistically send messages to be provisionally
delivered in the next view.
On the other hand, we intend to provide the strong consistency guarantees, relying on Virtual Synchrony, for mobile
distributed applications while maintaining their scalability
requirements by using the Light-Weight Group (LWG) [6]
abstraction. LWGs consist in creating multiple fine grained
virtual synchronous groups that are mapped to a single core
group in a dynamic and transparent manner. This allows the
LWGs to share common resources, such as the failure detection protocol, in order to amortize the overhead of maintaining the membership information of a large number of groups.
More importantly, LWGs provide the scalability needed for
large scale mobile distributed applications as the member

Strong Consistent Solutions

State machine replication (SMR) [17] is a common model to
implement strong consistent services. In SMR, replicas agree
on the order in which they execute commands, relying on a
consensus algorithm such as Paxos [13], and every replica
reaches the same state. However, it suffers from inherent
scalability problems. Since every replica executes every command, adding servers does not increase system throughput.
Scalable state machine replication tries to mitigate this problem by partitioning application state so that commands are
executed in only a subset of replicas. However, this solution is
limited if many multi-partition commands are executed, leading the partitions to frequently communicate. DS-SMR [9]
tries to solve the scalability problems of state machine replication by re-partitioning the state dynamically, based on the
workload. State reconfiguration follows a simple approach
that transfers all required data items to a single partition
prior to initiating the transaction. However, this solution
introduces a non-negligible latency with state item migrations during transaction execution since it follows a reactive
approach. On the other hand, we address state reconfiguration in a proactive manner and exploit the existence of
partial groups identified by a GeoDS at the application level
to create multiple fine grained virtual synchronous groups
to guarantee consistency.
The ZooFence [8] is another service that favors strong
consistency. It uses the Apache ZooKeeper coordination service with a partitioning algorithm that builds dependable
and consistent partitioned services. The algorithm is based
on a leader election and an atomic queue for each partition
and, once the service is partitioned, clients can either (i) issue
a command directly to a single ZooKeeper instance if that
command can be treated by a single instance or (ii) insert a
command on the appropriate partition queue. In the latter
case, an executor component is responsible to forward the
commands to the associated ZooKeeper instances, merge
their results and reply to the client. However, in opposition
to our work, ZooFence considers partitions to be immobile:
once the partitions are defined, state cannot migrate among
partitions. Instead, we assume that state is mobile and should
migrate among server instances during the system’s life.

4

The Case for Strong Consistency in
Large Scale

Regardless of the GeoDS strategy followed, it is still unrealistic to achieve a perfect usage scenario and subsequent
4

affiliation of each LWG is much smaller than a coarser virtual synchronous group. That is, the number of members
participating in a single LWG is expected to be a small subset
of all processes present in the system.
In the context of the Fog Computing environment and
considering the example of Ingress, we intend to explore this
abstraction based on the data usage patterns collected from
the application. As mentioned earlier, application state is
composed of personal, geo-aware and global data. While the
GeoDS will try to deploy local data at the most convenient
location to maximize local transactions, the LWG technique
will be used to address regional transactions that manipulate
both local and geo-aware data at the same time. For example,
regional transactions arise when players are interacting with
a portal in a specific area but their state is stored in a different
surrogate since it is where they most frequently play the
game. In that case, the portal’s surrogate and the surrogate
storing the player’s personal data need to communicate in
order to guarantee that player actions are valid. Moreover,
since the player is currently located in that specific area, she
will be only able to interact with the portals co-located in the
same area. Hence the surrogate responsible for that portal
area and the surrogate storing the information of that player
can create a fine grained light-weight group with both as the
only members to validate their respective transactions. On
the other hand, as the player may move and start interacting
with portals in an area belonging to another surrogate, the
former surrogates can leave the LWG previously created
and the surrogate storing the state of the moving player can
form a new LWG with the surrogate storing the data of the
portals that player is now manipulating with. This is done
transparently as the core synchronous group still in the same
state.
Moreover, in order to cope with scalability and the fact
that maintaining these various LWGs bring a non negligible
cost to the system, we intend to create LWGs considering
two aspects. Firstly, in terms of group granularity, LWGs
must be created between pairs of surrogates. This represents
the smallest member affiliation set possible for each LWG,
guaranteeing that the cost of group membership information
is the lowest possible and thus scalable. On the other hand,
not all possible combinations of surrogates pairs will result in
the a creation a LWG. Instead of having N 2 LWGs, where N
is the number of surrogates present in the system, LWGs will
only be created if considered relevant to the system. I.e. when
the analysis of the application state usage identifies that recurrent regional transactions are being requested between a
pair of surrogates that justify the creation o LWG to forward
and validate such transactions. Figure 2 graphically depicts
our system model based on this LWG abstraction. LWGs
(1)-(2) are created between surrogates that recurrently share
application state in regional transactions. In this example of
a system composed with 7 surrogates, only two LWGs exist:
one between surrogates C and D, as well as one between

Figure 2. A LWG-based system to support distributed applications in Fog Computing.

surrogates E and F. On the other hand, as the application
state usage does not identify relevant regional transactions
for surrogates A, B and G, they do not participate in any
LWG.
Upon receiving a new transaction request from a client,
it is up to the receiving surrogate to identify the location
of the state items involved in the transaction and identify
whether it is local, regional or global. Local transaction are
trivially executed and validated solely by that surrogate. In
case of a regional transaction, the surrogate receiving the
transaction request is responsible for forwarding the latter
to the respective LWG suited to execute that transaction.
Finally, if a transaction involves data stored in 3+ surrogates
we rely on the underlying virtually synchronous support
group, i.e. the Heavy-Weight Group (HWG) (3) that have all
the surrogates in the system as participants to validate that
transaction. As these kind of global transactions are expected
to be rare, the HWG is not expected to be a bottleneck to
the system. This model is thus based on a two-tier group
membership architecture, where full and partial membership
groups coexist to provide support of strong consistency for
edge applications that rely on the Fog Computing paradigm.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Providing scalability for mobile distributed applications often leads the applications to compromise their consistency
requirements. However, some of these applications depend
on strong consistency to guarantee that one consistent state
is observed by all participants over (some of) the shared objects of the application. While deploying the application in
the Cloud facilitates state management and trivially solves
the strong consistency requirements, this also creates a geographical barrier between mobile devices and the application
servers that penalises performance with an unavoidable latency and jitter. Fog Computing architectures can mitigate
this impact by deploying surrogate servers at the network
edge and providing the application state closer to the end
users, but its performance depends of a middleware service
(GeoDS) able to monitor the application and deploy each fragment of the state at the most convenient location. However,
5

such alternative leads to the emergence of distributed transactions that require increasing efforts to maintain strong
consistency. In this paper we have addressed how virtual
synchrony, in particular the Light-Weight Group abstraction,
can be leveraged by the decisions observed from GeoDS to
create fine grained virtual synchronous groups to cope with
distributed transactions. The advantage of this solution is
that is provides scalability for the system as the number of
members in each LWG is much a smaller subset of all participants, without relaxing the strong consistency requirements
of the application. These multiple LWGs are mapped onto an
underlying virtually synchronous support group, the HeavyWeight Groups (HWG) that have all the surrogates in the
system as participants to support global transactions. This
model is thus based on a two-tier group membership architecture, where full and partial membership groups coexist to
provide support of strong consistency for edge applications
that rely on the Fog Computing paradigm.
Work on the problem of supporting for strong consistency
for Fog applications continues. The next step consists in
materializing the solution presented in this paper and validate its benefits by evaluating it with a concrete large scale
distributed mobile application.
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